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/ Life 'Beyond Blarnestness

'Part of tfie charm of yearly Meeting is the return tojamiBarjoys, and yet each

annualgathering surprises and delights us somehow with the newness oj the experience,

risk ten Friends what they value in yearly Meeting, and you widyet ten dijferent hut

overtyping fists. The variety of' those fists is interesting — even entertaining— though not

interesting enough to rgeat herefor people who have heard them many times.

On the other hand, it is significant and important to note that running through

those fists file a royal thread are a recurringJew values that are at the heart of our

commitment as Friends. Moreover, it is no coincidence, thouqh it is paradoxical, that

those sameJew things are the very ones reponsibteJor thefact that each yearly Meet-

ing gives us a new experience, one that gives gooint and validity to the more mun-

dane pleasures such as meeting oldJriencd, making new ones, exchanging insights,

and supporting one another in what may Jten seem lihe lonely and discouraping

worh in the arenas ofpeace and social concerns.

Those radical values that so many of usJind in our annual cjatherings are

aff someJorm cj spiritual renewal. Pacific yearly Meeting /gyq zoid he held at

Craig Had, Chico, Cahjornia, dugust 6 to it, hut the value that wid, as in the

past, inform with meaning ourpresence at yearly Meeting transcends time and

place- it is a dep sense that this is a moment, as ad our moments can Be,

\szoofhen with eternity/' (I wid he quoting Thomas Tcfedy's pichard Cary Jjcture

more than oncei)

Fad annualgathering brings innovations inprogram and arrangements, hut

it is not those changes that give value to our experience there, /{ather it is the

underlying experience that there is a u
lfe heyond earnestness" available to us, one

“rooted and grounded in the Presence.* That awareness is what males ad our

activities valid and gives usJoy in them, and it is a specialgjt of pearly Meet-

ing to male us newly mindful of that tact.

yearly Meeting has a peciat way of reminding us of what ad our moments

can he when we walk in the Spirit. It is not the warm joys of thejarmliar

nor the stimuhatiny innovations that bring us hack to yearly Meeting year Jter

year, hut the expectation ofthat special inspiration and ihumiliation. the experience together

a renewed consciousness that we have pen to us “a life beyond earnestness, lei/ond anxiety,

bevfond strain, (.whose) strength sets in when we let go/

Come to Cflic0^ 10c nope you wid be there to share in a moment of grace ; to

contribute to it by your lovingpresence; to receivefrom it by being pen to the experience

that toe aregiven together in the jjght you widfindyourselfreturning again and again;

[owed Toper, Presiding Clerk
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On Becoming Clear. . .

To be clear is to be “perceptive, logical, orderly,

free from confusion or ambiguity, certain, positive,

free from impediment or obstruction, open.”

(Webster’s .New World Dictionary)

Martha Dart, at the request of Pacific Yearly

Meeting’s Ministry and Oversight Committee, shares

with Friends in this issue one of the newer processes

by which we can come to clarity, utilizing a Clear-

ness Committee.

Friends are also led to clarity through worship,

through the tendering of experiences as we observe

in Mark Shepard’s “India Journal” concluded here,

and through the development of social concerns

reflected in Part II of Patrick Dunleavy and Suzanne

Schmitt’s paper on “The Case for Alternatives to

Prison.”

William Blake’s prayer, “Cleanse the doors of my
perceptions,” reminds us of our frailties, our per-

sonal myopias, rationalizations, and our need for

clarity which can be increased as we exercise our

spiritual resources.

Shirley Ruth

Calendar

July 19-22

August 2-5

North Pacific Yearly Meeting,

St. Martin’s, Olympia, WA
Theology Conference, Chico, Marc

Lambert, Registrar, 1550 12
th

Ave.,

San Francisco, 94122

August 5 Circle of Concern around U.C. Cam-

pus, Public Witness Against Nuclear

Weapons, University Ave. and Ox-

ford, Berkeley, 2:00-5:00 p.m.

Contact Margaret Olney, (415)

848-8055.

August 6-11 Pacific Yearly Meeting, Craig Hall,

Chico, CA
18-23 New Foundation Institute, Ben

Lomond Quaker Center, with Lewis

and Sarah Benson, Barbara and John

Curtis, and Joseph Pickvance.

Registration information can be

obtained from Cherilyn Holt,

1608 Pole Line Rd., David, CA
95616. This is a week of lectures,

discussions and worship based on

the message of George Fox “that

Christ has come to teach his people

himself.”
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Clearness Committees

Martha Dart, Claremont Meeting

The search for clarity has been an important con-

cern of Friends from earliest times. Mary Dyer, the

Quaker martyr who returned to Massachusetts in

1660 to witness to religious freedom, said: “I am
therein clear and justified by the Lord in whose

will I came.” Richard Smith of Groton, Connecticut,

said to his Monthly Meeting: “The Lord. . .hath

given me a clear sight of the cruelty of making a

slave of one that was by nature as free as my own
children” — and — “the matter was set before me
in a clear manner, more clear than what mortal man
could have done.” John Woolman, after writing a

bill of sale for a Negro woman, wrote in his Journal:

“As often as I reflected seriously upon it, I thought

I should have been clearer if. . .1 had desired to be

excused from it, as a thing against my conscience;

for such it was.”

We are not told how these early Friends reached

clarity. One wonders whether it was an individual

process of searching for Light alone or whether

they asked the help of other Friends in seeking to

know God’s will.

Through the years “clearness” has been used

among Friends as a term to indicate a person being

clear of previous encumbrances on contemplating

marriage, and the committee chosen to discuss this

matter was called a “clearness committee.” In recent

times we have come to realize that such a process

can be applied to many other areas in the lives of

Friends where more clarity is needed.

Claremont Meeting first heard of this process from

two of our members who had attended the 300th

Anniversary of Baltimore Yearly Meeting in the sum-

mer of 1972 when\ Elizabeth Watson described how
she and George Watson had asked several members
of Fifty-Seventh Street Meeting in Chicago to help

them reach clearness on whether or not to leave

Chicago for George Watson to become president of

Friends World College. Later Dorothy Mack,

another member of Fifty-Seventh Street Meeting,

continued that Meeting’s experience with Clearness

Committees in an article in the Friends Journal

(August 1/15, 1974). Dorothy Mack emphasized

the support and caring aspects of Clearness Com-
mittees in times of physical and emotional need

(experiences of robbery, assault, rape, accidents) as

well as the “talking oneself clear” aspects of mak-
ing the best choices, making the best of life changes,

and facing dilemmas when no solution seems possi-

ble; and describes the advantages as offering “new

ways for Friends to help guide and support each

other in an age when clearness is harder than ever

to discern.”

As a result, I expect, of this article, other Friends’

groups have applied the idea to fit their own situa-

tion. The Committee on Ministry and Counsel of

New England Yearly Meeting has published a book-

let entitled Living With Oneselfand Others which

includes a section on “Committees of Concern or

Clearness”. They describe such committees as

“dealing with major turning points in life, including

such matters as career decisions, lack of funds to

live on, terminal illness, withholding of taxes, marri-

age, separation, or divorce;” and suggest that “the

committee be appointed by the Ministry and Counsel

committee of the Monthly, Quarterly, or Yearly

Meeting in conjunction with, and at the request of,

the individual or individuals seeking help.”

Some groups have formalized the process more

than Claremont Meeting has done. Claremont Meet-

ing has felt that Friends who have been in a Meeting

for some time will know which Friends in the Meet-

ing can be of most help in clarifying their particular

situation and with which Friends they would feel

most comfortable sharing their problems. Therefore

Ministry and Counsel has seen their responsibility as

mainly one of encouraging Friends to use this method
so that it becomes a familiar and natural way to find

help; and, in addition, appointing one Friend to be

called on for suggestions if those seeking clearness

want help in choosing such a committee. The follow-

ing announcement is inserted periodically in the

Weekly Notices:

“Members and attenders who feel the need of

help in clarifying personal problems or making

decisions are encouraged to choose several

Friends as a CLEARNESS COMMITTEE with

whom they can talk. Regular attenders will

probably know whom they would like to select

and are encouraged to ask them to serve. More

recent attenders may contact Margaret Simkin

(624-2537) for suggestions. Professional coun-

seling is available both within and without the

Meeting. Margaret Simkin can also advise you

where to find these people.”

The whole concept of Clearness Committees can

perhaps best be summarized by a quotation from

Living with Oneselfand Others:

“A committee of concern or clearness would

meet with the individual or family, not as pro-

fessional counselors nor as friends discussing a

problem and giving advice, but rather as caring

Friends, drawing on the resources that bind us
(continued on page 168)
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(Clearness Comm.: cont. from page 167)

together in our Meetings for Worship. Main-

taining a spirit of openness and prayerful waiting,

the committee seeks to help the individual be-

come clear about an impending decision by

serving as a channel for divine guidance. They

are there to listen without prejudice, to help

clarify alternatives and their implications, to

facilitate communication if necessary and pro-

vide emotional support as an individual or

family seeks to find God’s will.”

India Journal III

Mark Shepard, San Francisco Meeting

After leaving India, I travelled to the Ark, a

Gandhian community in southern France. This

was begun by Lanza del Vasto — also known as

Shantidas, “Servant of Peace” — who had travelled

to India, lived with Gandhi, and returned to Eur-

ope with the intention of forming a “Gandhian

Order” in the West. The Ark was founded in 1948,

the year of Gandhi’s assassination. Fifteen years

later it moved to its present site, about 1000 acres

in the mountains of Languedoc, where it occupied

and rebuilt a village deserted during World War I.

Besides this mother community, La Borie Noble,

there are now two smaller communities on other

parts of the land, the three communities together

comprising about 120 persons.

The Companions of the Ark believe that the bet-

ter part of nonviolent social change is self-transfor-

mation. To this end, they have attempted to build

a miniature society strictly adhering to the princi-

ples of nonviolence and simplicity. In pursuit of a

nonviolent economy, in which no one will be ex-

ploited or dominated, they practice “bread labor”

everyone who is able is expected to perform physi-

cal labor — and also strive for self-sufficiency in the

production of necessities. In general, only simple

tools are employed, powered by hand or animal;

almost no electricity is used. The Ark hopes to pro-

vide a model for the eventual reconstruction of so-

ciety along nonviolent lines, but also feels that it is

important to live our nonviolence now, to begin the

elimination of exploitation by ourselves ceasing to

be exploiters.

Besides the three communities at the Ark’s home
base, there are associated groups and individuals

throughout continental Europe and in many other

parts of the world. There is a constant stream of

visitors, and the community undertakes training

camps and seminars as one of its primary activities.

The Companions also engage themselves in occa-

sional nonviolent action campaigns, such as oppo-

sition to nuclear power and to militarism, which

have been models of strict Gandhian nonviolence.

The following is based on my journal, as written

during my six-week stay at the Ark.

Thursday, March 22, La Borie Noble — Arrived

at the station yesterday shortly before dark, and

walked for half an hour to La Borie, following

signs on the road. Burst into the middle of a pan-

demonium that turned out to be the Festival of St.

Joseph, which had been going on in various forms

throughout the day. I was handed over to Jaen,

who is the only person here at the moment who
speaks fluent English. Jaen is a former San

Francisco resident, and has been living here for

most of the last three years.

I was soon sitting with about seventy others in

the Common Room, watching an irreverent rendi-

tion of Snow White and the Seven Dwarves. This

was followed by an elegant dinner, and then by in-

ternational folk dancing. I was exhausted from

three days of travelling, so Jaen put me to bed,

with about five wool blankets. It’s extremely cold

here, not at all what I expected from southern

France.

Slept late on the instructions of Jaen. When I

woke up, had a breakfast of sourdough wholewheat

bread, butter, jam, and milk — all produced here in

the community. I was then put to work cutting

firewood. At the end of the morning I told the per-

son I’d been working with that I would have to be-

come stronger. He told me it wasn’t so much a mat-

ter of strength, as of finding the right rhythm. Then
the work wouldn’t be so hard.

After lunch, Jaen gave me a tour of La Borie

Noble. It became apparent that there are a lot of

compromises here in terms of self-sufficiency — for

instance, though they have made steps in the dir-

ection, they are nowhere near self-sufficiency in

cloth. All in all, though, I feel that the people here

at the Ark are leading a sane existence — perhaps

the first such people I have ever met.

In the afternoon I worked in the garden, first

clearing away twigs and branches, and then pulling

a plow — yes, pulling a plow!

I am trying to grasp the “meaning” of physical

labor, both from a mental and a spiritual viewpoint.

I am also trying to understand the proper role of

technology. Technology can lighten the load of the

work, but the question arises as to why the work
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should be made easier! Any work can be done in a

spirit of sacrifice to the Lord, and hence become a

spiritual discipline; so why save time on one form

of activity in order to do another? Perhaps the

solution lies in my friend’s concept of “rhythm”.

Maybe there’s a proper rhythm to work in general;

and technology, used with restraint, can help es-

tablish that rhythm.

Friday, March 23 — The day begins at 6:00 with

yoga, then meditation at 6:30, followed by common
prayer, all optional. The common prayers used at

the Ark are non-denominational, and there is also a

reading each morning from a different major world

religion. Though nearly all of the Companions here

at the Ark are staunch Catholics, they feel that re-

spect for the spiritual traditions of others is an essen-

tial element in a nonviolent society.

In the morning I worked in the garden, preparing

a bed for planting, and in the afternoon, helped

plant a different bed. My reactions to the work

were fairly complicated. I felt at times a resistance

to the work, but almost at the same time observed

that I was deriving a sense of peace from it. Though
I can’t say I was enjoying the work, I did become
involved in it. At the end of the day, tired though

I was, I felt no great need to stop.

There is little unusual about the work being done

here at the Ark — it has been done for millenia by
countless millions of people. The main difference

here is that they are pursuing it by conscious choice.

They have made the surprising discovery that the

way people were forced to live for so long was in

fact the way that was best.

Saturday, March 24 — This morning, cleared

rocks from the fields.

Saturday is a half-day of work, so this afternoon

I did some reading in Shantidas’ Warriors ofPeace,

on definitions, principles, and rationale of non-

violence. Though remaining clearly within the

Gandhian frame, del Vasto has given the ideas his

own distinct orientation, especially in relating them

to Christian thought. For Shantidas, the main focus

of nonviolence is the conversion of the opponent,

not only as a means of obtaining justice, but as a

duty in itself for the sake of the opponent. The
“strategy” of nonviolence is to induce the opponent

to multiply his/her misdeeds until the conscience

is awakened, without offering any resistance that

would give the opponent occasion for self-justifica-

tion. Shantidas believes that this is the rationale

behind Jesus’s exhortation to “turn the other cheek.”

A translation of the grace said here at meals: Lord,

bless this meal, from which we receive the strength

to serve you. Give bread to those who have none,

and hunger and thirst for righteousness to those

who have more than enough.

Sunday, March 25 — Yesterday evening was more

folk dancing. Sunday is a complete day off. It is

cold, foggy, and rainy.

Monday, March 26 — Today cleared rocks and cut

firewood. For reasons not under my control, I

could not accomplish what I would consider a full

day’s work. Found myself frustrated and dissatis-

fied by this.

Tuesday, March 27 — Weeded, and sorted out

onions and apples for early consumption.

Having a great deal of trouble with the cold here.

Am not properly equipped for it. Am considering

it a trial given to me to test my endurance.

The work I’m doing here is affecting my attitudes,

producing a different perspective, in a sense “purify-

ing” me. The grand plans and ambitions with which

I have been occupied over the last months have be-

gun to seem far less important than they did previ-

ously. Labels with which I have bounded myself

are falling away. I am feeling far more willing to

live my life in a small way, while awaiting further

instructions from my Lord.

I am almost ashamed when I tell people that I am
here because I’m writing a book. The book itself

pales in importance next to the rhythm of the days,

the beauty of the hills, the movements of the hands.

Will people at home understand if I say that I have

here found reality, that the life we usually consider

normal seems now nothing more than a frantic

dream in a night that has lasted too long?

I know the arguments against those of us who
would “return to nature”. An answer to all of

them lies wordless in my hands.

Wednesday, March 28 — Cut firewood, sorted

apples and turnips. It snowed today. Jaen found

me some extra clothes.

Monday, April 2 — Today Jaen brought me to

the Mill, in another part of the land owned by the

Ark. This was formerly a functioning water-powered

sawmill, which is now being rehabilitated, both as a

sawmill and a flour mill. Both direct transfer of

mechanical motion and generation of electricity

will be used to run the machines. Two couples are

currently living there to carry on the work.

After spending the morning working in the garden,

we had lunch with the two couples. Michel, who
is an engineer, had many questions about Quaker-

ism and its comparison with what existed at the

(Continued on page 1 70)
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Ark. (There are many points of comparison — the

use of consensus, the desire to know and to do the

will of God, the striving toward nonviolence and sim-

plicity — though the “simplicity” of the Ark involves

a great deal more “graciousness” than has been tra-

ditional among Quakers.)

I in turn had many questions about the work at the

Mill. I was particularly interested in the implications

of the use of electricity, which, I had learned, was

a controversial topic within the community itself.

Michel told me that at this point in the develop-

ment of the community, it was simply not possible

to supply the community’s lumber needs by hand

methods, and that the use of the Mill represented a

lesser compromise than the buying of lumber from

outside. He had clearly done a great deal of think-

ing about the various aspects of the problem, and

had personally come to believe that the path cho-

sen, though not ideal, was the best available.

I was also interested to hear his thoughts on the

form of electricity to be used. Only 24 volts will

be generated, which is so low that no one coming

into contact with the current can be seriously harm-

ed. Higher voltages are only necessary to carry

electricity over long-distance wires. Also, Michel

is concerned with the effect on humans of the mag-
netic fields created by alternating current, and is,

therefore, planning to use direct current instead.

Alternating current is only necessary when transfor-

mers are used to step up voltage, again in long-

distance transmission.

Friday, April 6 — The Mill has made a big dent in

my consciousness. It seems to me that manual labor

has its own value for the individual, and that it is a

mistake to attempt to eliminate it; but on the other

hand, there is a definite need for the development

of technology to make that labor more efficient.

One of the main reasons that the Ark is still far

from its goal of self-sufficiency is that it simply

does not have the time to produce all it needs.

A more efficient technology would greatly help in

achieving that goal.

It is, however, a very complex question. Some-
how the proper balance between manual labor and

technology must be struck, and there simply are no

rigid guidelines.

Today I went with a number of others to a dem-

onstration concerning the Larzac. The peasants of

the Larzac plateau have for years been fighting the

plans of the French army to extend their military

base on the plateau by expropriation of farmland.

The struggle has been extremely creative and non-

violent, as when sheep were unloaded under the

Eiffel Tower in the middle of the night, to be dis-

covered by Parisians the next morning, as a way
of dramatizing the plight of the farmers. The Larzac

struggle has been heavily influenced and aided by the

the Ark from the beginning, and there is currently

a community of the Ark on the Larzac.

The day started in the nearby town of Millau,

with a march (led by tractors) and a rally. It then

moved onto the plateau itself, where perhaps 200

people, plus the Larzac farmers, planted wheat in a

field owned by the army, to be harvested later and

sent to hungry nations.

Tuesday, April 10 — There is nothing in the nature

of manual work itself that renders it necessarily sat-

isfying. For this to occur, a number of conditions

must be met. Some that have come to my attention:

The work must claim the worker’s full attention.

This can come about either as an effort of the work-

er’s will, or as a result of the work itself requiring

full attention for its performance. The worker

must understand what he/she is doing, and feel that

the product of the work has value. The organiza-

tion of the work must be in the hands of the work-

er, either individually or collectively, and the worker

must feel that his/her energy is being utilized in an

efficient and effective manner.

The work should be in step with the worker’s

capabilities. The worker should not have to strain

beyond his/her limits, or hold back. In other words,

the work should have a rhythm appropriate to the

worker. The worker must have achieved a certain

level of proficiency in the work; well-functioning

tools are also essential. The work should balance

mental with physical exertion, according to the ten-

dencies of the individual worker. Some workers

will find artisan’s work more satisfying, and others,

tasks involving heavier labor, such as farming. This

is strictly a matter of personal preference, not super-

iority, since both types of work are necessary to a

well-functioning society. (Work that is exclusively

mental can seldom be considered necessary, as it

arises from an unhealthy over-specialization.)

At least part of the time, the worker must be per-

forming work to which he or she feels particularly

called.

A number of these conditions are not being met

for me here at the Ark, and as a result, I have grad-

ually found myself becoming restless and somewhat

dissatisfied. I have not struck the proper rhythm.

But I recognize that at least some of these difficul-

ties have been brought on by my own avoidance

over many years of honest physical labor. If I now
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have to work my way up from the bottom, to serve

my apprenticeship, it is only right and just. I will-

ingly accept the penance.

Thursday, April 12 — What, then, are the reasons

for devoting oneself to a life of manual labor in the

production of life’s necessities?

Firstly, a life of intelligent manual labor is for

most of us the life best suited to personal develop-

ment, physically, mentally, and most importantly,

spiritually. Through intelligent manual labor we
come in tune with the rhythms of Nature, and

through Nature, of Spirit. Divorced from such con-

tact with reality, we drift toward alienation from

Nature, God, our brothers and sisters, and ourselves.

The evidence of this is all too clear in the lives of

city and suburb-dwellers today.

Secondly, through this lifestyle we can reduce to

a minimum our support of a system that is in the

world today the main cause of exploitation, both

of humans and of nature. This system is not capi-

talism (private ownership) so much as industrialism —
centralized economy, utilizing complex, expensive

technology, leading to the concentration of wealth

and/or power in the hands of a few — a feature com-

mon to capitalist, Communist, and democratic social-

ist countries. The prosperity of the industrial nations

has been made possible only by the exploitation and

impoverishment of Third World countries and seg-

ments of the industrial nations themselves, and by
the rape of the earth, in the excessive, irresponsible

use of natural resources. Also, through the system

of salary, the economic system has made semi-slaves

of nearly all of us. (Two of the defining character-

istics of slavery are the loss of control of the direc-

tion of work, and the expropriation of the fruits of

labor by those who have not performed it.)

Thirdly, through a life of manual labor we help

to lay the basis of a sound economy. “Community
economics” (Bob Swann’s term) will maintain a

face-to-face relationship between producer and con-

sumer, helping to insure responsible production. A
simpler technology and the necessity to labor our-

selves in production will reduce our usage of natural

resources to a level supportable by the ecosystem.

When production and consumption take place for

the most part locally, the occasions of large-scale

economic catastrophe will be reduced. Large-scale

exploitation would become infeasible. Interna-

tional economic rivalry, the major cause of war in

our century, would be eliminated. Through com-

munity production we would regain our freedom

from governments and corporations.

In an ideal economy, it would not be necessary

for every single person to labor physically for a live-

lihood. In such an economy, a limited number of

persons could be supported without exploitation

from the surplus that naturally arises in the course

of production. (Examples from the past would be

the Quaker ministers “liberated” for periods of

time by their meetings, or the disciples of Christ,

who were “workers who earned their pay”.)

Let no one, however, take this as a justification

for shunning manual labor. The surplus that today

supports the large number of intellectual workers

and producers of luxury items in our society, allow-

ing them to avoid the production of physical neces-

sities, is not a “natural” surplus, but a “forced” one.

It arises from the exploitation of our fellow human
beings and of our planet. Though one day it may
be possible for a few of us to live guiltlessly without

manual labor, in our present situation it can be

seen as nothing less than a moral duty to refuse to

be paid with the sweat of our neighbors and the

groans of the earth.

Today began the Ark’s celebration of Easter. The
ceremony of the “washing of the feet” was at noon.

Pierre Parodi, Shantidas’s appointed successor,

poured water over a foot of each person in the com-

munity, while Charles, the “responsible” of La

Borie Noble, wiped the foot with a towel and kissed

it. The washing was followed by the sharing of

bread and wine (non-Eucharistic), in commemora-
tion of the sacrifice of Christ.

Good Friday, April 13 — Last night I participated

in a night-long vigil commemorating Jesus’ time in

Gethsemane, and his exhortation to his disciples to

stay awake. The vigil was organized in shifts of one

hour, one person or more taking each shift. I took

the shift from 1:00 to 2:00.

As I sat alone in the Chapel, I imagined myself as

being at Gethsemane, attempting to obey the com-

mand of my Master, the Christ. It occurred to me
to wonder what George Fox would say to me at

that moment — there on Gethsemane — as I attempted

to follow an external teacher. It became immed-

iately clear to me that he would have had me follow

the Christ in any case whatever. And from this it

immediately followed that his call to submit to the

Light of Christ was not based on a preference for

inward religion, but from a recognition that that was

where Christ may now be found. The essence of the

revelation that came to Fox was that a direct disci-

pleship to the Christ was still possible, even though

the Master no longer walked the earth.

(Continued on page 172)
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This afternoon a Passion written by Shantidas

was performed at the neighboring Ark community

of La Flayssiere.

Easter Sunday, April 15 - Easter mass was held

Saturday night at 10:00 to past midnight, with

much singing. It was followed by a special buffet

and all-night folk-dancing for those who were up to

it. Today there was a special breakfast and lunch,

and a noon mass, plus more folk-dancing in late

afternoon. Festivals here at the Ark are exhausting.

Tomorrow is a day of rest.

Despite my beliefs on the original form of Qua-

kerism, and my personal commitment, I cannot

identify with the current strivings to define our faith.

Quakerism has grown too large and various for any

one definition, contains too many paths for us all

ever to walk the same one again. And this is as it

should be, for to each is given a path appropriate to

his or her need. God, in His Love, meets us wheie

we are and leads us on.

For me (and I believe for the founders of the

faith) Quakerism is purely and simply a means of

discipleship to the Christ, through direct com-

munion with our Lord. May those who are drawn

to follow this path do so with their might, and

rejoice when others do likewise with their own.

Sunday, April 22 — I am now almost completely

responsible for cutting wood for community usage,

and for those unable to cut their own. This takes

up almost every morning. I am getting quite good

at splitting the wood. (I am Shiva, the woodcutter,

preparing lives for the Divine Fire.)

Yesterday I talked to Michael Lawlor, a British

Quaker, perhaps in his late 40’s, who is here parti-

cipating in a one-week seminar. He spoke of start-

ing a community “something like” the Ark, but not

going so far. He didn’t feel he could convince many

people to do without all the conveniences of modern

life — such as washing machines — therefore, many

of these would have to be included. I felt he did not

have a very good grasp of the theoretical underpin-

nings of the Ark.

Friday, April 27 — Certainly manual labor is diffi-

cult; it is in its very difficulty that its value lies.

Difficulty induces effort, and effort creates strength.

It is difficulty that produces strong, healthy indivi-

duals.

I remember reading with fascination in school of

the development of civilizations. The rise of each

major Western civilization was a story of tremendous

struggle, and tremendous achievement. But for

each of these, there came a point at which difficul-

ty began to be avoided. This inevitably marked the

beginning of the degeneration of the civilization,

leading to its eventual demise. To anyone who
looks with clear eyes at the inhabitants of our cit-

ies, and especially at the youth and those they idol-

ize, it will be obvious that we have already passed

this turning point and begun the long trek down-

ward.

Recurring crisis is a basic law of the universe, and

when crisis comes, only the strong survive. Today,

however, we believe that we are different from those

that came before - as did each of those other civili-

zations. We believe that technology will save us;

but there is no technological substitute for moral

strength, or for the skill and ingenuity of free men

and women. The momentum of decay is already

upon us. Do we seriously believe that we can pre-

vent our fall?

In the I Ching there is a hexagram called “Retreat”.

It represents the removal of oneself from public

life as the forces of evil gather strength, not for the

purpose of escape, but in order to consolidate one’s

strength for the appropriate time of action. I

believe the sign is an apt one for our times. Those

that survive the coming dissolution — or cataclysm -

will be the ones to build the new order. Can there

be any work more important?

Tuesday, May 1 - My last lesson at the Ark, like

my first, came at the woodpile. Throughout my
time here, the size of the wood I’ve been able to

cut and split with the axe has steadily increased,

but I have been avoiding the largest, most difficult

pieces. As the pile has been dwindling, the easier

pieces have been used up, and this morning I found

that I could not split a single piece that was left. I

was forced to cut some old planks that should have

been left for those unable to split at all. It was

depressing to me that I should have run up against

the wall of my limits. I tried to comfort myself

by saying that heavy physical labor was not my
strong point, that I had other strong points instead,

but it was no use. Finally I turned back to the

splitting, determined to succeed on at least one of

the pieces I had been attempting.

Just as I was working on it, Sureille walked in,

worked over in a corner of the barn for a minute,

came over and told me it would be easy if I used

the hammer and wedges, and walked out again. I

tried the wedges and — Voila! — it was easy! After

splitting a couple of pieces in this way, I realized

there probably wasn’t a single piece in the barn I

couldn’t handle.

The advice of Sureille at that moment seemed

more than coincidence. It seemed to me a sign that,
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where I refused to admit defeat, I would be guided

to what I required to accomplish my goal. It was

wrong for me to “play the weakling”. That which

was needed would be supplied.

I leave the Ark tomorrow morning. I did not

come to the Ark without expectations, and my
expectations have been fulfilled. I have found a

way of life that is sane, that approaches nonviolence

toward neighbor and nature, that builds individuals

who are strong in body, mind, and soul. I leave

with a better understanding of how I want to live

my life, and, with that understanding, a direction

for the future.

I have a dream, a dream with a name: New
Philadelphia. I dream of a community of Quakers

and friends, which, along with other communities,

would serve as a model for a new order, as Penn’s

Philadelphia did in an earlier time. To help build

such a community is one of my deepest desires.

But whether it is my Lord’s will that this dream

should become an actuality, I must wait to know.

North Pacific Yearly Meeting

July 19-22, 1979

North Pacific Yearly Meeting will hold this year’s

Annual Session at Saint Martin’s, Olympia, Washing-

ton, site of their first Yearly Meeting gathering.

Saint Martin’s was founded in 1895 by the Fathers

and Brothers of the Order of Saint Benedict. The

400 acre campus is shared by a Benedictine Abbey

and the College.

John Youngblut has accepted the invitation to be

the Friend in Residence for this yearly session.

Author of many Pendle Hill Pamphlets, John

Youngblut is a graduate of Harvard College and of

the Episcopal Divinity School in Cambridge, Mass.

After serving some twenty years in the Episcopal

ministry, he became a member of the Religious

Society of Friends in 1960. He was Director of “A

Mission to Isolated Liberals” in Mississippi and

Louisiana for Quaker House in Atlanta (1960/72),

and has been a teacher at Pendle Hill. Leonard and

Martha Dart, Friends in the Orient in 1977/78, will

also be attending Yearly Meeting and will share

some of their experiences in South India.

Registration will take place from 2:00 to 4:30

on Thursday, July 19. The first meal together will

begin at 5:00 pm followed by the first and welcom-

ing session at 6:45. PLEASE pre-register. The

Registration Fee for every person over the age of

2 is $5.00 for the 3 day stay. Registration for ONE
day only is $2.50. Forms can be obtained from the

registrar at the address below. MAIL the form with

full amount due (preferably) or $20.00 deposit to:

Registrar, NPYM
Marilyn Schiffman

1631 - 37th Ave.

Seattle, WA 98122

(206) 325-3199

DEADLINE for Registration forms and fees is June

30th. REGISTERING AFTER JUNE 30TH WILL

BE AN ADDITIONAL 10% OF THE TOTAL
AMOUNT.

Friends World Committee To Meet in

Switzerland

More than 250 Friends from 25 countries will

meet at a church conference center on the shore

of Lake Thun in Switzerland, August 1 1-18, for

the Triennial Meeting of the Friends World Com-

mittee for Consultation. About 50 yearly meetings

will be represented. Among participants will be

Ted Church (Intermountain Yearly Meeting), Rose

Lewis (North Pacific Yearly Meeting), Van Ernst,

Barbara Perry, and Akie Reynolds (Pacific Yearly

Meeting).

Essential to the Triennial Meeting of FWCC is the

business agenda, with recommendations for “goals,

directions, and priorities in the decade of the 1980’s

given a prominent place. Three periods have been

set aside as “Study Sessions” when small groups will

consider certain subjects for which brief background

papers have been prepared.

Three of the Study Session papers are:

Applying Quaker Values Today — In Business by

Wallace T. Collett

Wallace Collett is a Cincinnati business man,

member of Community Monthly Meeting which is

affiliated with both Wilmington Yearly Meeting and

Ohio Valley Yearly Meeting. He was, from 1971

until April 1979, chairperson of the Board of Dir-

ectors of the American Friends Service Committee.

Applying Quaker Values Today - In the Family by

Elizabeth Watson

Elizabeth Watson is a member of Lloyd Harbor

Monthly Meeting, New York Yearly Meeting. She

studied theology at the University of Chicago. She

and her husband, George Watson, were for 25 years

active members of the 57th Street Meeting in

Chicago, where their large inner-city house was a

(continued on page 1 74)
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gathering place for young people and for Quaker

activities. They have three living children, four

foster children — all grown — and eleven grand-

children. They now live in Huntington, Long

Island, New York.

Ways of Worship by Francis B. Hall

Francis Hall is a member of the pastoral team at

West Richmond Friends Meeting, Richmond,

Indiana. He was, until recently, director of the

Quaker Hill Conference Center in Richmond. With

Pearl Hall he was formerly co-director of Powell

House, conference center of New York Yearly

Meeting. He is editor of Friends in the Americas

(FWCC 1976) and of the Faith and Life publication

to appear this summer, Quaker Worship in North

America.

Announcement of West Coast Quaker
Lesbian Conference

The First Annual West Coast Quaker Lesbian Con-

ference is scheduled for November 10-12 at Ben Lom-
ond Quaker Center. It will be open to lesbian and bi-

sexual women who are Friends or familiar with Friends.

Anyone interested in helping to plan this conference

should contact Margarett Jolly at 440 A South Van
Ness, San Francisco, CA 94103 (415-552-4618,

home or 415-752-7766 work). The first planning

meeting will be at Pacific Yearly Meeting in Chico.

Change of Address for PYM Peace
Committee Clerk

Ellen Lyon, PYM Peace Committee Clerk, has

moved to 23350 N. Jack Tone Rd., Acampo, CA
95220 (209-368-0750). Monthly Meetings are

requested to send concerns to the Peace Committee
before Yearly Meeting at the address above. PYM
Peace Committee will meet at 1:00 pm Sunday,

August 5 at Chico.

No More Walls, No More Bars. . .No More
Prisons: The Case for Alternatives to Prisons

Part II

Patrick Dunleavy, Santa Barbara Meeting

Susanne Schmitt, Santa Barbara Meeting

Moratorium proponents contend that prisons are

ineffective and wasteful as our primary means for

dealing with lawbreakers and unnecessary for those

who are not physically violent. In an effort to im-

prove substantially the nation’s criminal justice sys-

tem, they propose a number of alternatives to pri-

son, alternatives which they feel are far less expen-

sive and much more effective and humane. Some of

these alternatives include:

-Extending the use of restitution and community
service programs. In most restitution programs the

convicted offender is given the choice between ser-

ving time in prison or being set free to make resti-

tution to the victim. Restitution involves returning

or replacing property and/or making compensatory

payments for other types of loss.

The Minnesota restitution program is the best

known of those currently operating. Begun in 1972,

this program includes persons imprisoned for for-

gery, auto-theft, burglary and other felonies. Two
years after release from prison for restitution, only

6% of those in the Minnesota program had been

convicted of subsequent crime and returned to pri-

son. This 6% contrasted with 24% recidivism in a

control group who were released from prison on

parole.

Since Minnesota began its restitution program, 19

other states have adopted similar programs. Georgia,

for example, now has a combined total of 10 resi-

dential restitution centers and non-re sidential resti-

tution programs. In 1976, 60 persons in a Georgia

test project paid some $62,500 in reparation to vic-

tims, $172,500 in state and federal taxes, and

$1 13,000 toward family support, as well as setting

aside $61,600 in personal savings.

Many citizens view the restitution concept as a

far more positive response to crime than imprison-

ment in which the state spends huge amounts of

money to maintain people in a destructive environ-

ment. At the same time, many offenders seem to

appreciate the opportunity to make amends to the

victim.

The fact that the restitution programs are a recent

innovation in the criminal justice system underscores

a very large gap in the way this society deals with

crime. Our society has been so intent on punishing

criminals in the name of reformation that in most
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cases the needs of the victim have been all but over-

looked. While arguing for alternatives to prison,

proponents of the moratorium also urge giving

greater attention to the victims of crime through

such social provisions as federal or state conpensa-

tion, rape crisis centers, family-violence shelters, and

neighborhood justice centers.

Community service sentences require the offen-

der to work in community service as an alternative

to the prison sentence. These sentences have been

used almost exclusively for misdemeanors, but are

now being used in other situations. In Phoenix,

Arizona, for example, a physician was convicted of

selling $40,000 worth of liquid amphetamine. The

physician could have been sentenced to life in pri-

son, but instead was sentenced to serve seven years

practicing in Tombstone, Arizona, a town which

had not had a doctor of its own for four years.

In California, persons convicted of violating sav-

ings and loan statutes were directed to spend 1,200

hours over a three-year period lecturing before sav-

ings and loan groups on ways to ensure better qual-

ity, fraud-free service. In Alameda County, 13,000

offenders have contributed approximately 100,000

hours of community service to 300 non-profit health

and welfare agencies.

-Giving priority to probation sentences. Morator-

ium advocates feel that probation should replace

doing time as the standard sentence. Through pro-

bation, a convicted offender’s prison sentence is

suspended, and s/he is released back into society.

For the duration of the probation sentence, the pro-

bationer must comply with the court-ordered super-

vision designed to prevent the person from reverting

to crime.

Probation is more commonly utilized in instances

of crime without violence, but has been extended

to include homicides and other serious crimes. In

Des Moines, Iowa, for example, a woman who shot

her armed, drunken husband was placed on proba-

tion rather than sentenced to as many as eight years

in prison. The rationale for her probation is that

nearly everyone is better served because of this sen-

tence: taxpayers are saved the costs of incarceration

as well as those for placing her children in foster

homes or institutions; the children benefit by not

being completely deprived of parental care; and the

woman is saved from the dehumanizing environ-

ment of prison. Compared with the approximately

$28,000 in direct and indirect costs needed to house

a person in prison for one year, the average national

cost to keep a person on probation for one year is

$350.

Though there is scant definitive evidence on the

decisions to use probation, restitution, and com-

munity service sentences, one major criticism can

be made of the judicial process with regard to these

decisions. Preliminary evidence indicates that white,

middle-class persons are more likely to receive alter-

native sentences than are poor whites and members
of minority groups. Today ’s movement for expanded

use of alternatives to prison must, at the same time,

be a movement for equal rights under the law.

-Providing more work/education furloughs, half-

way houses, and ex-prisoner support services. The

purpose of work and education furloughs is to

enhance a prisoner’s marketable skills, either

through direct work experience or through training

and education. Furlough programs are usually resi-

dential and are based in the correctional institution,

allowing prisoners day leave to attend school, or go

to work, or to participate in a community center

where prisoners also receive support services such

as counseling and job placement.

Halfway houses are community-based programs

designed to ease a prisoner’s re-entry into society

alter release from prison. Halfway houses are

usually residential and offer services such as coun-

seling, job training, job placement, housing location,

and liaison outreach to community services. Half-

way houses are both voluntary and involuntary.

Prisoners can choose to live in a halfway house

because they desire assistance in re-entering society,

or they may be directed to live in one as a condi-

tion of parole. In the latter case, the fact that the

parolee feels forced to stay in a halfway house often

makes him/her antagonistic to the program and

resistant to any assistance from the staff. In con-

trast to the $1 1 ,000 in direct costs needed to house

an offender in prison for one year, it costs approxi-

mately $6,650 to house a person for one year in a

halfway house.

Ex-prisoner support services are non-residential

programs which provide services similar to those

listed above for a halfway house. An example of

such a program is Project Jove II in Pasadena. Since

1972 Jove II has placed 1,400 of 1,800 ex-offenders

seeking assistance in gainful employment. The job

retention rate for this program is more than 70%
two years following placement.

-Reforming prison sentences. With the exception

of political prisoners in totalitarian countries, the

U.S. now has the harshest prison sentences in the

world. For example, in 1974, 98% of American

prisoners were serving sentences of one year or

longer, while 91% of Swedish prisoners were serving

(continued on page 176)
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sentences of less than one year. Despite the inability

of harsher sentences to control the recent crime

boom in this country, and despite evidence that

long-term imprisonment contributes to post-release

criminal activity, the “get tough” approach to sen-

tencing, nevertheless, prevails. Moratorium advo-

cates contend that it is time to explore the opposite

approach: shorter sentences, determinate sentences

geared to fit the crime and applied equally to all

offenders, and, until that time when indeterminate

sentences are abolished, greater, more equitable use

of parole.

Indeterminate sentences were originally intro-

duced to permit an earlier release for inmates

proving (by their behavior) that they had reformed

themselves, but, in practice, such sentences have

been transformed into an instrument of punitive

social control. Under an indeterminate sentence a

person convicted of armed robbery might receive

a sentence of “five to fifteen” years — a minimum
term of five years before parole eligibility and a max-

imum of 15 years imprisonment — rather than a

determinate sentence of 10 years. The actual time

within these limits that the offender serves in pri-

son is determined by the parole board.

Criticism of indeterminate sentencing arises from

the arbitrary, inequitable decisions by which persons

are given or denied parole; from the uncertainty

and despair they cause among prisoners anxious to

be released; from the lack of due process in deliber-

ations by the parole board (parole decisions are

often reached in a fifteen minute hearing with lit-

tle or no attempt to check relevant information for

accuracy and usually without legal counsel for the

inmate); and from the added length of time sen-

tenced offenders serve in prison (under the former

system of indeterminate sentencing, California pri-

soners served from 24 to 40 more months behind

bars than they would have served on the full deter-

minate sentence for the same crime).

-Abolishing the bail system and replacing it with

release on “own recognizance. ” The current crimi-

nal justice system discriminates against those who
cannot afford to pay bail. Bail detains people strictly

on the basis of wealth and does nothing to ensure

public safety. In addition, the bail system forces

people without means to endure dehumanizing pri-

son conditions when they may well be innocent of

the crime for which they were arrested. The net

result of the bail system is that the world’s richest

country incarcerates people for the “crime” of

being poor.

Release on OR (own recognizance) allows pre-

trial release of arrestees who live in the community,
are likely to appear for trial, and are not considered

a danger to others. Persons released on OR are not

required to post bail. OR has proven to be as effec-

tive as bail in trial appearance by the defendant

(failure-to-appear rates for both releases are about

equal at 3%) and has the advantage of not discrimi-

nating against those unable to raise bail.

-Decriminalizing victimless crimes. Crimes such

as drunkenness, gambling, vagrancy, disorderly con-

duct, prostitution, and sodomy comprise about 50%
of all arrests in the U.S. Decriminalizing victimless

crimes and changing legal assumptions (so that alco-

hol and drug abuse are considered first as socio-

psychological-medical problems before being con-

sidered as crimes) would reduce combined prison

and jail populations by nearly half.

The main reason given for decriminalizing victim-

less crimes is that a citizen’s private life is not the

state’s proper concern. A person’s right to do as

s/he chooses should be respected as long as the per-

son does not infringe upon the rights of others.

This country’s attempt to enforce morality through

the penal code costs roughly $20 billion out of a

total annual bill of $5 1 billion. The $20 billion

includes the cost of law enforcement, losses from

drug-related theft, and illicit gains from gambling,

prostitution, and narcotics.

An article on victimless crimes published in 1972

contained the following comment: “In 1957 a com-

mittee in Washington, D.C. found that six men had

been arrested for public drunkenness a total of 1,409

times, and had served 125 years collectively, at a

cost to the taxpayers of $600,000. Needless to say,

none were helped; they were all victims of what

has been called ‘life imprisonment on the install-

ment plan’.”

In contrast to Washington’s “life imprisonment

on the installment plan,” Erie, Pennsylvania, has

nearly emptied its city jail of problem drinkers.

Public inebriates in Erie are the charge of Operation

Crossroads, an alcoholic treatment program. The

“drunk and disorderly” are taken to a detoxification

facility and allowed to dry out for up to three days.

If the person requests prolonged treatment, s/he is

then sent to an alcoholic residence program.

One further point must be made about these alter-

natives to prison: that is, that by themselves they

are insufficient to reduce dramatically the incidence

of crime. Declaring a moratorium on prison con-

struction and utilizing appropriate alternatives to

incarceration does nothing to address the basic
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causes of crime. Moratorium proponents believe

that, more than any other factor, the root cause of

crime is social injustice, particularly the inequitable

distribution of goods and services.

For many in this country who are denied their

fair share of society’s wealth (and yet constantly

have this wealth paraded before them) crime appears

to be the only feasible course for securing the Amer-

ican social dream, a life of material pleasure. At a

more basic level, it is the street criminal who is the

victim of society’s crimes — denied a job, forced to

live in a slum or ghetto, and allowed to slip through

an overburdened public school system without an

adequate education or job skills. In many cases

such a person turns to crime as a matter of survival.

Ultimately, the solution to the problems of crime

lies in genuine social justice: meaningful, adequately

compensated employment, decent housing, quality

education, job training and placement, proper nutri-

tion, and quality health care for all.

If crime is a manifestation of social inequity, then

it follows that our prisons are detention facilities

for the poor, members of minority groups, the

uneducated, and the unemployed; and this is actu-

ally the case. Half of all pre-trial prisoners have

incomes less than $2,000. In 1976 the California

population was 73.5% white and 26.5% non-white,

but the state prison population was 44.7% white and

55.3% non-white. Of all prisoners, 65% have never

had more than a grade school education, and only

25% have completed high school; 70% of all pre-

trial prisoners are unemployed at the time of arrest

and 30% for more than a year.

Government investigations reveal the close associa-

tion between crime and unemployment. Analysis

by the Congressional Research Service found that

there is a “close correlation between admissions to

federal prisons and the yearly unemployment rate.

The unemployment rate had a striking similarity to

the pattern of admissions.” As unemployment in-

creases, so does crime; and as it decreases, crime

does also. Proponents of the moratorium cite this

close correlation as a good reason for crime preven-

tion — in the form of full employment at wages that

provide a decent living.

Tom Wicker of the New York Times succinctly

portrays the association between crime and social

inequity: “If you walk a few blocks from my house

in New York, you will see that the seven percent

unemployment we now have translates out to kids

standing around the street corner with nothing to

do. It translates out to 41 percent unemployment
among black teenagers . . . the source of a tremend-

ous amount of street crime . . . Most of it is com-

mitted against themselves, against other blacks.

That is because they have the highest degree of

unemployment and school drop-outs, and the least

is done for those kids. They do not get unemploy-

ment compensation because they have never had a

job. What is more, they are never going to have a

job ... It is just as predictable as that a candle will

burn out that many of those kids will be lost to

drug addiction, lost forever to the welfare system,

and even more will be lost forever to crime.”

When polled about the most disturbing aspects

of life in this society, American citizens perennially

rank crime at or near the top of the list. Therefore,

proponents of the moratorium seek to enlist public

concern about crime in order to: 1) stop the unques-

tioned reflex response of more prisons for more

crime; 2) identify and implement appropriate alter-

natives to prison; and 3) reform society so that

basic human needs are met and surplus wealth equi-

tably distributed. Proponents of the construction

moratorium are working for equitable, humane alter-

natives that will solve rather than cover and evade

our problems of crime. For too long, the kettle of

American crime has been boiling with a lid on. It

is time to take off the lid — and turn down the

heat.

Western Regional Resources:

Friends Committee on Legislation, Ruth Flower,

1107-9 th
St., Rm. 1015, Sacramento, CA 95814

Western Moratorium on Prison Construction,

Unitarian Universalist Service Committee, 1251

Second Ave., San Francisco, CA 94122, Naneen

Karraker, and 633 South Shatto PL, Los Angeles,

CA 90005
,
Patricia Kroncke

American Friends Service Committee Regional

Offices:

Austin MacCormick Center, Jan Marinissen and

Joann Lee, 1251 Second Ave., San Francisco, CA
94122

980 N. Fair Oaks Dr., Pasadena, CA 91 103, Gary

Massoni

Reno Area Office, 1235 Pyramid Way, Sparks,

NV 8943 1 ,
Eric Moon

Northwest Regional Office, 814 N.E. 40th St.,

Seattle, WA 98105, Alice Paine

Colorado Coalition for Criminal Justice,

1 1 143 W. Ohio PL, Lakewood, CO 80226

New Mexico Coalition for Prisoners Rights,

P.O.Box 1911, Santa Fe,N.M. 87501
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Book Review

Myra Keen - Palo Alto Meeting

Life on Two Levels: an Autobiography ,
by

Josephine Whitney Duveneck, with an introduction

by Wallace Stegner. Los Altos, CA: William

Kaufmann, Inc., 1978. Pp. xiii + 368, illustrated.

$10.

Few friends within Pacific Yearly Meeting have

not felt a ripple from the widening circle of influ-

ence that was Josephine Duveneck. One reviewer

commented on “this beautiful book, full of white

light and love.” Its preparation was one of the last

loving acts of her life. She had completed reading

the proofs and had selected the photographs for

illustration only a few days before being stricken

with a final siege of pneumonia in June, 1978, at

the age of 87. The book recites the usual factual

matters one would expect: family history; child-

hood memories (she was youngest child in a wealthy

Boston family, raised in a rarefied atmosphere of

upper-class society); education (mostly in private

schools); marriage (she had the good fortune to

meet a young engineer, Frank Duveneck, who had

been brought up in a similar fashion and who shared

her wish to escape the stultifying milieu). Where

the book differs from the usual autobiography is

that at every stage she gives us revealing glimpses

into her inner self, and thus we can watch the

growth and maturity of her spirit into the humani-

tarian figure that she became.

So skilfully has this account been written that we
who knew Josephine find ourselves carrying on a

mental conversation with her as we read. Others

may well echo the comment of a reviewer in the

Los Angeles Times: “Though I didn’t know her

when she lived, did not even know her by reputa-

tion, this book has made me feel a friend and

admirer.” A reviewer for Christian Science Monitor

ends by saying, “Her quiet humor bespeaks confi-

dence and optimism. As the book closes and the

two levels draw together, one is left amazed at — or

envious of — her invincible serenity.”

Her Quaker faith shines through the pages as she

describes her involvement with the American

Friends Service Committee, her work with minority

groups such as Intertribal Friendship House and with

displaced persons, her organizing of Peninsula

School and Hidden Villa Hostel and Summer Camp.
She says little about her numerous responsibilities

at the local Meeting level. However, she found time

among all her other activities to serve as Clerk of

Palo Alto Meeting for a total of nine years — 1948-

52; 1957-62.

Recently the publisher has received on her behalf

the announcement that the book has been given

the prestigious Christopher Book Award, an award
that has been bestowed annually since 1949 on au-

thors whose books “affirm the highest values of the

human spirit.” Among previous award winners are

Clare Booth Luce, Charles Lindbergh, John F.

Kennedy, and Barbara Ward.

A final note by her neighbor, Wallace Stegner, on
the dust-jacket of the book, is a fitting summary of

the work: “Those who meet Josephine Duveneck
for the first time on these pages will know that

they have met someone special.”

Willamette Quarterly Meeting Report

Joseph Snyder, Recording Clerk

On April 28 and 29, Willamette Quarterly Meeting

met at Camp Tadmor, near Lebanon, Oregon. As

is our practice, the annual State of Society reports

from Corvallis, Eugene, Multnomah, and Salem

Meetings, and Mid-Columbia Preparative Meeting,

were shared. The following excerpts from these

reports give some insight into the condition of

Friends in Willamette Quarter.

“From a rather inauspicious beginning we have

progressed to preparative meeting status. . .Many of

us feel, as we stand in awe of what God has per-

mitted, that we have been privy to a miracle of

creation. We have witnessed the gathering of a

number of people from disparate backgrounds

(whose strongest bond was the desire to worship

together after the manner of Friends) develop in

the direction of spiritual community.”

“The past few months have brought growth in our

ability to share with each other in our spiritual

journeys.”

“.
. .we have suffered from tension caused by

differences of personality, opinions and habits.”

“We have become more aware that there is a

wide diversity of spiritual beginnings among us.

This diversity enriches our Meeting for Worship

which sustains and nurtures our spirits.”

“Vocal ministry is frequent and usually signifi-

cant.”

“We have valued and appreciated the sensitivity

and care of our clerk in the personal and group min-

istry of the meeting.”

“The passing of responsibility and leadership from

older to younger, less experienced Friends has occa-
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sioned excitement, uncertainty, and some disorder

of established patterns. We have also been gratified

by the numbers of younger Friends who have

stepped forward to learn and share responsibility.”

“In a general way the older Friends are finding

‘carrying the meeting’ heavy while finding it diffi-

cult to pass appointments on for the general work.”

“The presence of children in our meeting has

added joy and vitality to our worship. .
.”

“Setting up of the Arrangements Committee has

freed the Meeting for Business for more substantive

issues, but we do not therefore find an increase in

attendance.”

“Our Meetings for Business often have a sense of

humor.”

“Several members are very active in social

action. .

.”

“Although we have felt and expressed great con-

cern about many social needs in the wider commun-
ity, we are aware that our collective efforts as a

meeting are limited.”

“We feel a concern for the lack of a manifested

spirit of commitment to social action on the part

of our Meeting as a whole. . .are we perhaps too

involved with coping as individuals and making

headway with the details of our lives to feel the

Spirit spill out of our corporate body to easing of

the world’s grave problems?”
“.

. .maybe there is a resemblance between the

life of the meeting and the ocean, where only

time can tell whether the tide is going in or out

knowing that it will in any case repeat itself.”

“There is a search among us for ways to live in

tune with the light given to us. Our spirits are

strengthened as we listen and share our experiences.”

Southern California Quarterly Meeting
May 20, 1979 — Orange Grove Meeting
House, Pasadena, CA
Wilma Gurney, Westwood Meeting

The Meeting as a community is SCQM’s theme
for the year. We are asked if our Meetings are open
to receive concerns and prepared to provide appro-

priate support.

State of the Meeting Reports revealed the ways
faith and working as a community can sustain life

and lead to enriched spiritual growth. Los Angeles

and San Fernando Meetings brought joy to all with

their reawakening. Los Angeles is experiencing crea-

tive living with its diversity of backgrounds worship-

ping together. San Fernando has covered many

rough spots but sees itself now as a haven for seek-

ers. “Proceed as the way opens” is embodied in

the life of these Meetings. Other reports gave us a

sense of a spiritual journey that requires an “up-

reach” in our daily lives; a need for persistent

search into the meaning of Quaker living, including

the responsible use of money; and consistent atten-

tion to the needs of members and attenders.

Dialogue groups were asked to reply to the ques-

tion “What do I want from my Meeting?” The

answers were individual and global. There is need

for the Meeting to be a part of the world communi-
ty, to be “roots,” to be family, to be trusted to

help me understand myself, to love me when I am
not so lovable, to provide ways for knowing each

other, to be a neighborhood despite distance, to

help me grow spiritually, to foster family gather-

ings that include children, and more.

Our Clerk, Marie Parker, has done well maintain-

ing our wish for worship throughout Quarterly

Meeting. She called us to a Meeting for Worship

while transacting business. Essential matters of

business were presented orally and in writing at this

53rd Session of SCQM. The continuum of worship

was maintained and hopefully will be reflected in

all our Meetings.

Southern California Quarterly Meeting
Retreat

Wilma Gurney, Westwood Meeting

The last weekend of May was the third retreat for

SCQM with the Benedictines. St. Andrew’s Priory

provides a setting for awareness within us and sur-

rounding us. Until this retreat I was not aware the

Joshua Tree bore fruit. How could I have missed

seeing those clusters of startling green ovoids all

these years? I know that awareness was the simplest

one I experienced. How easily we entered into the

discipline of chanting office in chapel and the dis-

cussions among ourselves with Benedictine monks.

Yet how discomforting it was to hear the chanting

of phrases from the Psalms about enemies smitten

by the sword of vengeance, only to become aware

our mouths could not form those words.

Studying the Queries of Faith and Practice along

with the Rules of St. Benedict requires seeking the

spirit and not being stymied by words written

almost 1500 years ago for those choosing to live in

a circumscribed community. In the Rules and in

Faith and Practice there is emphasis on an individual

(continued on page 180)
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(Retreat: cont. from page 179)

relationship with God. There are references to

offering ourselves to God, knowing our daily living

flows from a divine Center. The Rules are specific

about controls. Our Queries have us seek promptings

within, which made us aware of concerns about

understanding control within Friends Meetings.

Rhythms of the chanting within the chapel seemed

to carry over into our worship, discussions, climbing

hillside paths, and in our relaxed “after compline”

evenings. We spoke about humility, love and obed-

ience. We learned that humility needs nuture and

love needs warmth before obedience can be a part

of life’s rhythm of growth. Thomas Kelly’s Testa-

ment ofDevotion helped us see that in the energiz-

ing Center we are all made one, despite surface dif-

ferences of forms and cultures. In our final moments
together we were asked to share what we thought

would stay with us from this retreat. Events and

reflections were expressed. It is also likely that an

awareness of rhythm will not be lost. Although we
were interrupted momentarily by phrases of vio-

lence in the Psalms, we are carried forward by the

hills heard in the Psalms. “I lift up my eyes to the

hills for there I find help. My help comes from God
who gave us heaven and earth.” The rhythm of the

hills surrounding St. Andrew’s Priory is enhanced

by the whippoorwill’s cries, the unceasing move-

ment of ants replenishing their stores, the steady

hum of bees, and the flowering of cactus. Aware-

ness tells us that work and worship merge into a

refreshing rhythm when we live the precepts of

Faith and Practice or the Rule of St. Benedict.

Vital Statistics

Marriages:

Nora Kelly and Paul Barker, under the care of

Santa Monica Meeting, June 30, 1979.

Patricia Higgins and Scott Drysdale, under care of

Palo Alto Meeting, in the Redwood Circle, Ben
Lomond Quaker Center, on June 16, 1979.

Teresa Taran and Dan Marten, under care of

University Meeting, April 14, 1979.

Birth:

Theodore Eric Black was born May 18 under an

apple tree at the home of his parents Megan Mersman
and Lawrence Black of Palo Alto Meeting.
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Arrangements Committee Notes for PYM ’79

Walter Jones, Arrangements Committee Clerk

Ifyou will arrive by plane, bus or train and need

to be met, or if you need early hospitality, please

advise either Ernie von Seggern, Rt. 4, Box 625J,

Grass Valley, CA 95945 or Joanne Magruder, 5819

12th Avenue, Sacramento, CA 95820.

PYM Orientation Session will be held Monday,
August 6 at 11:15 a.m.

Camping for PYM at Chico is on the Craig Hall

site adjacent to the dormitories. Friends with

recreational vehicles can be directed to local camp-

sites with hookups. If you wish to park your RV
near the camping area, you will be able to fill

water tanks and use bathroom facilities in the

dorms. There will be no hookups available at Craig

Hall.

Sharing Group arrangements for time and space

should be made through Bob Jolly, 395 1 Oakmore

Road, Oakland, CA 94602 (415)531-6551.

Letter

Dear Friends,

For the past year I’ve been looking after a school

in a Vietnamese refugee camp in Malaysia. The

refugees are well looked after, but not well pre-

pared for the new life awaiting them upon resettle-

ment in the United States.

I’d be most grateful for contacts with Friends who
share this concern, either by letter now in Singapore,

or this summer from July 1 1 -August 30 c/o Murrell,

2954 Bird Rock Road, Pebble Beach, CA 93953.

And particularly at PYM, Chico.

Linda Agerbak, 1 Weyhill Close,

Singapore 5


